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‘DR COPPER’: Copper (COPPER) is a barometer for the global economy, given its multiple industrial uses, and seen
to have a PhD. in economics. Prices are +33% YTD, to decade highs, as traditional and inflation-hedging demand
recovers and USD weakens. Supply is constrained, and political and labour pressures in key LatAm producers add
uncertainty. Dominant importer China has warned on higher prices, but we see few options. Consensus is for a 10%+
fall to US$8,666/t this year, which seems cautious. Copper and battery materials are our favourite plays long term.

SUPPLY: This is set to grow +3-4% this year and next, after years of no growth, but has persistently disappointed,
given the increasing difficulty finding and developing large discoveries, whilst existing mines see falling ore grades.
Political uncertainty in world’s largest producers is a further issue, with leftist front-runner in this weekend’s Peru (11%
production) election vowing to intervene in the sector, and Chile (29%) set to significantly raise sector taxes. Higher
prices are also driving labor demands, with strikes at world’s largest mine, BHP’ Escondida in Chile, only the latest.

DEMAND: Copper has surged with global manufacturing (see chart), and Chinese (50% global demand) and EU/US
(20%) economies. 45% of copper is used in construction and 20% in electronics, whilst longer-term copper benefits
from the ‘green-transition’, as is key to battery, solar, wind-power, and EV components. Global demand is seen at 25
million tonnes this year, with a small 100k surplus. Soaring prices have provoked China to threaten action, driving
volatility, but we see few realistic policy options, from releasing stockpiles, to cutting taxes, or allowing a stronger FX.

OTHER PLAYS: The largest listed producers are BHP (BHP), Freeport-McMoRan (FCX), Glencore (GLEN.L) and
Southern Copper (SCCO). Sector stocks +30% YTD, only in line with the spot rally, despite their company operating
leverage and up to a 9% dividend yield. More broadly four markets have large, listed materials sectors as percent of
the total market: Brazil (27%), South Africa (25%), Mexico (22%), Australia (20%). All over 4x the global average 5%.

TODAY: Euro zone inflation in focus ahead of next week’s European Central Bank (ECB) meeting. The headline rate
is expected to rise to 1.9% yoy, from 1.6% last month, nearing the ECB 2% target for the first time since 2018. We
expect ECB policy to stay dovish, viewing the labor market as still weak and stimulus needed to support the recovery.
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